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About This Game

In this first-person game, you are a paladin who must take up arms to free the entire kingdom from thieves and invading
knights.

Don't forget to block enemy attacks when possible; it is essential for your survival. When attacking, strike your enemies from
behind or hit them in the head to get an instant kill.

A word to the wise: Don’t run carelessly throughout the terrain. A lot of enemies await you. Walk slowly and attack them from
behind for optimal success.

This game was influenced by Elder Scrolls: Skyrim (2011) and Thief (2014). If you enjoyed either of these games, you’ll also
enjoy Paladin Duty.

Game Features

- First-person view
- Simple gameplay mechanics: attack and block using mouse buttons

- Simple missions, kill all enemies to complete a level
- Attack enemies from behind to get an instant kill

- Hit enemies in the head to kill enemies easier
- Use caution to complete some levels; don't call enemy attention or you will need to face a lot of enemies at the same time
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paladin duty - knights and blades

Should you expect a stealth based game in which tactic and being quite is the key to success, then stay away. It has as much
stealth as Serious Sam. All that matters is timing your hit and aiming at the heads of your enemies, so they die before you do.

Positive:

+ Detailed levels and nice graphics
+ Good Soundtrack

Negative:

- no Input options (can be a problem with multiple controllers)
- very poorly optimized
- too many effects in the levels
- Combat really sucks
- blocking is weird
- sprinting and jumping is like flying
- some enemies spawn after clearing the level
- replaying earlier levels will reset all progress

Well, it's early access and there is still a LOT of work left to do.. It's alright, can't complain much since I got this for .59 cents
but definitely not worth the full price atm.

Game length is only about 30 mins complete (10 levels) and to get 4 out of the 5 achievements. The fifth one requires only to be
in game for an hour, best to just afk that one.

It's a bit bland atm, it functions more like a tutorial than a game. A screen keeps popping up telling you what you need to do.
When I got to level 10 things were just starting to get interesting and bam after completing it the game was over (I had no idea
that I was in level 10 at that time). The only odjective is to kill everything.

Though if it had more levels and gave you the choice of weapons after the 9 levels of tutorials I think this game would have the
fun\/challenge factor. There are 3 types of enemies- swordman, knight, archer and 3 types of weapons- knife, sword and board,
2 handed. Don't get me wrong, it does have a small challenge\/ fun factor (its just ok), but not 6 dollars worth (.59 cents yes).
You do have to think and not rush in or you will die. Timing your hits presents a bit of challenge and fun. The game is real easy
to learn and it does not take long to learn to counter the enemy.

Kinda scares me to thumbs up this game since the release date was March 7th 2018 and it's already 90% off! Then why buy it?
Easy Achievements, it's a cheap .59 cents and I love medieval games. With all that aside, the game is "just ok, but not worth a
thumbs up "yet"!

. Well this game needs alot more work and it's literally impossible to complete this game... eventhough it's a beta I might still
keep an eye out for when the games finished.
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